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Adams class ship USS Essex (IX-10) was designed and constructed by premier North 
American shipwright Donald McKay. Her keel was laid down in 1874 and she was 
launched in 1876. She was a three-decked wooden screw steamer sloop-of-war with 
auxiliary sail (bark-rigged). She was 185 feet long, 35 feet in the beam, had a 14.25-foot 
draft, and was 1,375 tons. When commissioned, she carried six big guns, all muzzle 
loaders: one XI-inch and four IX-inch Dahlgren Naval Artillery guns, and one 60-pound 
Parrott Rifle The ship’s armory carried dozens of small arms including rifles, pistols, 
revolvers, and cutlasses. Further, she carried a six auxiliary boats including a launch, 
two cutters, a whale boat, one gig, and a dinghy. The combinations of guns and 
watercraft carried on board USS Essex could change from log book to log book. She 
served with the US Navy in active duty and as a training ship with the Ohio Naval Militia, 
the Illinois Naval Militia, and the Minnesota Naval Militia. She was intentionally burned 
on Minnesota Point in Lake Superior at Duluth in 1931. Her Minnesota Archaeological 
Site Number is 21-SL-1030 and she is a National Register of Historic Places Property. 

Maritime Heritage Minnesota digitized the 62 known USS Essex log books held at the 
National Archives in Washington, DC, and at the US Naval Academy in Annapolis in 
2010. The log books consist of the daily activities on board the Essex as recorded by 
deck officers on duty. Those deck notes were then transcribed to be the official log of 
the Essex that were sent to the Navy Department in Washington, DC, where they were 
bound into their current book form. At the beginning of most log books, there are: a title 
page, two list of officers pages, a crew complement page (listing the crew by rank and 
job), an armaments page (list of the different large guns, boats, and small arms), and 
two pages of compass observations. Not all log books contain these pages and some 
include additional information, including a plan and section of the Essex in Log Books 8 
and 9 and four pages of directions on how to fill out log pages in Log Book 21. 
Sometimes two transcribed versions of log pages were sent to the Navy Department 
and duplicate books were produced. However, sometimes the duplicate books were not 
bound with exactly the same pages, so some books overlap each other in date. Also, 
some log book pages have writing too close to its spine edge and after binding, some 
words and numbers were ‘lost’ in the spine if the binding remained tight over the 
decades. Further, it must be kept in mind that the names of ships, both American and 
foreign, as well as geographical locations usually expressed in different languages will 
have variations in spelling. With this in mind, the deck officers of the Essex, when 
writing the log pages, may misunderstand what the actual name of a ship or 
geographical marker actually is and their handwriting may present challenges or be 
nearly illegible. The digitization and editing of the USS Essex log books were made 
possible with funding provided by the Minnesota Historical and Cultural Heritage Grant 
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program, part of the Arts and Cultural Heritage Fund of the Clean Water, Land and 
Legacy Amendment. 

Log Book 29 of the USS Essex: May 10, 1891-November 17, 1891 

The National Archives houses USS Essex Log Book 29. Throughout Log Book 29, 
comments were made on: 

๏ sail adjustments with sail type and action specified 
๏ banking of boiler fires in order to put the ship on stand-by for immediate use 
๏ coupling and uncoupling the propellor when the ship was shifting from steam to sail 

and vice-versa 
๏ when under steam the different watches record the average steam boiler pressure 

and engine revolutions 
๏ lowering of smokestack and proceeded under sail and vice-versa when the Essex 

was underway 
๏ when anchored nearly every watch described the state of the anchor cables: 

crossed (‘cross in hawse, stbd chain on top’ or ‘Elbow in hawse’) and often will 
mention ‘clearing the hawse’ (the crossed anchor cables were uncrossed) 

๏ casting deep sea lead for soundings 
๏ patent log readings 
๏ water distillation using the ship’s boilers to produce freshwater and refilling the 

freshwater tanks 
๏ coaling of the ship 
๏ weather recording: temperature, wind speed and direction, barometer readings, 

state of the sea 
๏ recording the ship’s behavior (heavy rolling or pitching) 
๏ crew conducting ship maintenance: boiler maintenance/repair, rigging repair/

replacement, repairing masts, hawser (mooring lines) maintenance/repair/
replacement, condenser bed timber repair/replacement, engine bed timber repair/
replacement 

๏ crew conducting drills: furling and unfurling sails, target practice with the main 
battery (great guns), boat drills - all hands called to arms and away all boats for 
naval tactics under sail and oars, general quarters drills, torpedo drills, Gatling gun 
drills, pistol drills, rifle drills, abandon ship drills, 

๏ receiving fresh water from shore through pumps or lighter 
๏ receiving provisions and stores: food, medical supplies, clothing, engineering gear, 

construction 
๏ Quarterly Board of Survey’s findings of condemned articles on board (food, 

equipment) and their fate (food was usually tossed overboard) from the inventories 
of the different ship’s departments (Ordnance, Engineering, Navigation, Equipment, 
Medical, Pay) 

๏ crew quarters inspection 
๏ liberty parties sent ashore 
๏ lists of new crew members - recruits or transfers from other ships- taken on board 

during a cruise 
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๏ crew transfers to other ships 
๏ crew members in solitary confinement or other punishments for various infractions, 

AWOL crew, general and summary court martial proceedings, AWOL crew put in 
irons 

๏ weekly Sunday services; after the services, once a month, the Articles for Better 
Government of the Navy were read to the crew 

NOTE: The Essex deck officers who recorded the daily happenings on the ship 
often translated the names of non-American ships incorrectly. MHM determined 
the correct spellings of the ships and those corrections are reflected in the 
Finding Aid, not the poorly transliterated ship names. 

At the beginning of Log Book 29, in early May 1891, USS Essex was anchored in 
Montevideo, Uruguay, under Commander A. S. Snow. USS Essex was assigned to the 
US South Atlantic Station. In mid-May, Essex exchanged signals and courtesy visits with 
sidewheel dispatch boat USS Tallapoosa, sloop HMS Acorn, and Italian steel gunboat 
Sebastiano Veniero. American barkentine Hattie G. Dixon anchored in the Bay of 
Montevideo and gunboat HMS Cleopatra left for Colonia, Uruguay. Essex sent a liberty 
party ashore to watch a Tallapoosa and Essex minstrel entertainment in aid of the 
Sailors Home, and Essex was dressed with the Spanish flag at main on May 17. Two 
days later, Essex got underway and passed hawse to Tallapoosa in order to take her 
under tow. Essex let go of Tallapoosa and then anchored in Rio de la Plata (River 
Plate). The crew then engaged in sail exercises and Tallapoosa engaged in small arms 
practice. On May 20, English steel sloop HMS Beagle passed heading west and 
Tallapoosa signaled Essex by wig-wag to resume towing to Buenos Aires the next day. 
The ships proceeded up the the Rio de la Plata under steam and sail; Essex anchored 
off the canal for Buenos Aires and cast off Tallapoosa. 

For the rest of May, Essex remained at Buenos Aires; she moved from her anchorage 
off the canal to the to dock at eastern side of harbor basin, and later she got underway 
while under tow of two tugs into Dock #2 and secured in the southeast corner. Essex 
exchanged visits with Italian steel gunboat Andrea Provana, steel sloop HMS Beagle, 
and the US Minister. Gunboat HMS Bramble moved into the harbor and anchored and 
left for Montevideo the next day. The crew dressed Essex in rainbow fashion and then 
dressed her with Argentine flag at the main. Two Essex seamen were sent home on the 
iron Royal Mail Steamer RMS Moselle. On May 30, the crew dressed the ship with the 
US flag at the main and accepted visits by the US Minister and the US Consul. The next 
day, during the 8 to midnight watch, the deck officers heard the cry "man overboard" 
from the bridge across the entrance to the dock. The men lowered the #2 dinghy to 
assist, but they arrived too late - the man could not be found in the water. 

On June 1, Essex hosted the wedding of Scottish natives James Buchanan and Mary 
Wilson (or Anderson, the deck officer was not sure) at 11:40 officiated by Reverend 
James Smith, the Chaplain off the Scotch Church in Buenos. Aires. The wedding was 
witnessed by: Thomas Bell and A. Watson Hulton. Argentine officers also visited Essex 
to thank them for dressing the ship on May 30. During the first few weeks of June, 
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Essex exchanged visits and courtesies with Italian gunboat Provana and her sister ship 
gunboat Sebastiano Veniero, Austrian training ship corvette Saida, and steel sloop HMS 
Beagle. One day, Essex crew dressed the ship with Italian flag at the main and during 
the middle of June, they practiced abandon ship drills. The ship’s apprentices drilled in 
striking the topmast, during which the crew inspected the fore-topmast heel for damage; 
it was found in good condition. During the 8 to midnight watch on June 29, the ship’s 
doctor responded to a call for assistance. He went ashore to attend to a man who had 
fallen overboard in Dock #1; it was too late, the man had drowned. The next day, Essex 
sent out assistance to other side of the dock to a man lost overboard, but he was 
already rescued before the arrival of the ship’s seamen. 

In early July 1891, crewman from the Austrian training ship corvette Saida returned a 
set of flags to Essex that had been loaned to them. Commander Snow attended a 
reception of the US Minister in celebration of Independence Day. Five days later, the 
Commander and officers left Essex to attend celebration of the signing of the 
Declaration of Independence of the Argentine Republic. In mid-July, the crew drilled the 
Infantry and Artillery companies and conducted small boat prepping drills. Argentine 
transport Villarino, flying an Admiral’s Flag, entered Buenos Aires bearing the remains of 
Argentine heroes for burial. As she passed, Essex half-masted her colors and paraded 
the Marine Guard. For an unknown reason, Essex and Tallapoosa swapped their 
cutters. Essex exchanged pleasantries with HMS Beagle, Austrian corvette Saida, and 
steel sloop HMS Basilisk. Corvette Saida and HMS Basilisk left the harbor and 
Argentine transport Villarino moved into Dock #1. In late July, the Essex crew unroved 
the running rigging and broke out the hawsers to dry them out. In the harbor, Argentine 
torpedo gunboat Maipu hoisted the Argentine flag at the main and Chilean gunboat 
Pilcomayo received a draft of men. 

On August 2, Essex hoisted the 'senior officer present' pennant when Tallapoosa hauled 
hers down, indicating Commander Snow was the highest ranking American officer on 
the ships in Buenos Aires at that time. Throughout the month, the crew conducted ship 
maintenance, practice drills, and accepted provisions and coal on board. In mid-August, 
visits were exchanged with the French ‘National Ship’ cruiser Sane’, and Argentine 
transport Villarino and torpedo gunboat Maipu, and Chilean gunboat Pilcomayo went 
out into the River Plate. At the end of August, the crew conducted practice drills, 
punishments were meted out, and provisions were taken aboard. 

On September 2, the Essex crew spotted a large fire in Buenos Aires; it was reported to 
be the San Martin Theatre. In the first ten days of September 1891, Argentine transport 
Villarino went upriver carrying the President of the Republic on a visit to the protected 
cruiser Veinticinco de Mayo - also known as 25 de Mayo. The crew dressed the ship 
with Argentine flag at the main, following the motions of the other men-of-war in the port. 
Commander James M. Forsyth returned to USS Tallapoosa, prompting Essex to haul 
down the 'senior officer present' pennant from her mast. An Essex crewman was sent to 
Tallapoosa before he was sent to the British Hospital in Buenos Aires for treatment. 
Villarino returned from upriver and Commander Snow exchanged visits with Veinticinco 
de Mayo, Italian steel gunboat Sebastiano Veniero, Argentine battleship Almirante 
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Brown, and French cruiser Sane’. Essex was re-provisioned, coaled, went through 
general quarters drills, and some enjoyed liberty ashore. 

On September 10, the ship left Buenos Aires for Colonia, Uruguay, located to the  
northeast, and anchored in the River Plate where the crew engaged in great gun target 
practice. The next day, Essex anchored in Colonia Harbor and an officer paid a courtesy 
visit to the US Consul ashore. For the next two weeks, the crew conducted pistol and 
rifle target practice, the steam launch was rigged for torpedo practice (two practice 
charges were fired), and the launch was rigged with a Gatling gun for an 'arm and away' 
mission (200 rounds fired). On September 20, Essex sent her steam launch and 1st 
cutter to assist a schooner that had run aground on the bar. On September 23, the ship 
half-masted her colors - following the motions of a government building in town - in 
memory of Jose Gervasio Artigas, the ‘father of Uruguayan nationhood’. That same day, 
gunboat Sebastiano Veniero ran onto the shoal and later came into the anchorage with 
the assistance from the Essex Navigator. Sebastiano Veniero left Colonia Harbor the 
next day, and Essex moved into the River Plate on September 25 and anchored. The 
next day, she up anchored and steamed into Montevideo Harbor. Courtesies were 
exchanged with the Uruguayan gunboat General Rivera, English gunboat HMS Magpie, 
Italian steel gunboat Sebastiano Veniero, Spanish unprotected cruiser Cristobal Colon, 
Brazilian corvette Parnahyba, and Chilean protected cruiser Presidente Errazuriz. On 
September 27, Essex half-masted her colors following the motions of the Chilean men-
of-war. The crew overhauled gear and painted the gun carriages, along with other 
maintenance and repairs. the American barkentine Kremlin anchored in the Bay of 
Montevideo and Commander Snow sent an officer with pleasantries. 

Still in Montevideo during the first week of October 1891, Chilean protected cruiser 
Presidente Errazuriz left the bay, Uruguayan gunboat General Artigas shifted her berth, 
English gunboat HMS Magpie anchored in the bay, and Essex left the harbor for 
Buenos Aires, Argentina. The patent log was put overboard for short trips, this one 
consisted of crossing the River Plate and they anchored off the city. On October 8, 
Essex entered Buenos Aires and moored at Dock #2 next to dispatch boat USS 
Tallapoosa. Courtesy visits were received by the Italian steel gunboat Andrea Provana, 
Presidente Errazuriz, Argentine transport Villarino, and French cruiser Sane’. On 
October 9, a very remarkable rise and fall was noted on the barometer; during which a 
very heavy squall that passed down the River Plate and two days later, a crewman was 
sent to the British hospital. Mid-month, the Carpenter’s Gang repaired the bed timbers 
under the condenser and worked in the engine room, including repairing the engine bed 
timber. Essex hoisted the 'senior officer present' pennant until the Commanding Officer 
of USS Tallapoosa returned. Visits were exchanged between Essex and the French 
transport Pourvoyeur and a crewman was sent to the British Hospital. On October 29, a 
sudden strong gale dashed Essex against USS Tallapoosa’s paddle box; Essex’s 
inboard arms of the cradle were bent and her #2 gunport was damaged. The next day, 
HMS Basilisk and HMS Beagle enter the harbor and docked. 

Still in Buenos Aires in early November 1891, Essex swapped two crewmen for two 
crewmen with Tallapoosa and the Commanding Officer of French transport Pourvoyeur 
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visited the ship. HMS Beagle and HMS Basilisk left the harbor, but Beagle grounded in 
the canal and Essex signaled her with International Maritime Code. The port was 
apparently crowded since Essex had to move 20 feet to make room for a merchant 
steamer. When Essex prepared to leave the dock, tugs assisted moving the ship from 
her mooring and she stood down the channel into the River Plate. She steamed toward 
Colonia, Uruguay and anchored in river. The crew drilled in great guns target practice, 
then steamed for Colonia Harbor and took pistol and rifle practice. In Colonia, 
courtesies were exchanged with the US Consul, Spanish unprotected cruiser Cristobal 
Colon, and Uruguayan gunboat General Artigas. On November 15, Essex had an early 
morning departure from Colonia, bound for Montevideo, but the ship had to anchor; 
damage was caused by boiler water carrying over into the high pressure cylinder in the 
engine and it blew out part of the gasket of the water valve. The ship got underway after 
repairs but then the fires were hauled under one boiler due to the failure of the feed 
pump; repairs were finished in a half hour. Essex anchored in Montevideo in the 
evening. Once there, a Brazilian corvette left the bay and an Essex crewman was 
transferred to steel gunboat USS Yorktown. During the late evening of November 15, 
the crew observed a total eclipse of the moon that lasted two hours. The next day, USS 
Yorktown and the Brazilian corvette Parnahyba left Montevideo while gunboat HMS 
Cleopatra anchored in the bay. On November 17, a party of Essex officers went to HMS 
Cleopatra and assisted at funeral of one of her officers, and Chilean gunboat Pilcomayo 
went to sea. 

Tags: 
American Ships: sloop-of-war USS Essex, barkentine Hattie G. Dixon, barkentine 
Kremlin, sidewheel dispatch boat USS Tallapoosa, steel gunboat USS Yorktown 

Argentine Ships: battleship Almirante Brown, torpedo gunboat Maipu, protected cruiser 
Veinticinco de Mayo (25 de Mayo), transport Villarino 

Austrian Ship: training ship corvette Saida 

Brazilian Ship: corvette Parnahyba 

British Ships: sloop HMS Acorn, steel sloop Basilisk, steel sloop HMS Beagle, gunboat 
HMS Bramble, gunboat HMS Cleopatra, gunboat HMS Magpie, iron Royal Mail Steamer 
RMS Moselle 

Chilean Ships: gunboat Pilcomayo, protected cruiser Presidente Errazuriz 

French Ships: transport Pourvoyeur, ‘National Ship’ cruiser Sane' 

Italian Ships: steel gunboat Andrea Provana, steel gunboat Sebastiano Veniero 

Spanish Ship: unprotected cruiser Cristobal Colon 

Uruguayan Ships: gunboat General Artigas, gunboat General Rivera 
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